
Berkshire West CCG Covid Vaccination
Update

Twelve Covid vaccination sites covering the whole of Berkshire West are now
up and running. There is a phased approach from 21 December.

Please do not call the GPs surgeries or hospitals directly, you will receive
notification from the NHS when it is your turn to come for an appointment.

Name of
PCN

Name of site Site address Practices participating at this
site

Wave

Tilehurst
PCN

Tilehurst
Village
Surgery

Tilehurst
Village
Surgery, 92
Westwood
Road,
Reading, RG31
5PP

Westwood Road Surgery, Tilehurst
Village Surgery, Grovelands Medical
Centre

WAVE
1

Wokingham
North PCN
(2)

Wargrave
Surgery

Wargrave
Surgery
Victoria
Road, RG10
8BP

Wargrave Practice, Woodley Centre
Surgery, Parkside Family Practice,
Loddon Vale Practice & Twyford

WAVE
1

Wokingham
South PCN

Swallowfield
Surgery /
Swallowfield
Village Hall

Swallowfield
Medical
Practice, The
Street,
Swallowfield,
RG7 1QY

Swallowfield Medical Practice &
Finchampstead

WAVE
2

Wokingham
North PCN
(1)

Woodley
Centre
Surgery

Woodley
Centre
Surgery, 1st
Floor, 6
Headley Road,
Woodley,
Reading,
Berkshire,
RG5 4JA

Wargrave Practice, Woodley Centre
Surgery, Parkside Family Practice,
Loddon Vale Practice & Twyford

WAVE
2

Reading
West PCN

Circuit Lane
Surgery

53 Circuit
Lane, Reading
RG30 3AN

Western Elms & Circuit Lane
Surgeries, Tilehurst Surgery
Partnership

WAVE
3

University
PCN

University
Medical
Centre

9 Northcourt
Avenue ,
Reading , RG2
7HE

University Medical Group WAVE
3

West
Reading
Villages

Boathouse
Surgery /
Rosewood
Hall

The Boathouse
Surgery,
Whitchurch
Road,
Pangbourne,
Reading, RG8
7DP

Pangbourne, Chapel Row , Mortimer &
Theale

WAVE
3
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Name of
PCN

Name of site Site address Practices participating at this
site

Wave

Earley
Plus PCN

Chalfont
Surgery /
Salvation
Army Hall

Chalfont
Surgery,
Chalfont
Close, Lower
Earley,
Reading, RG6
5HZ

Brookside Group Practice &
Wilderness Road Surgery

WAVE
5

Wokingham
East PCN

Wokingham
Medical
Centre

23 Rose
Street,
Wokingham,
RG40 1XS

Wokingham Medical Centre, Woosehill
Medical Centre, Burma Hills, New
Wokingham Rd Surgery

WAVE
5

Reading
Central
PCN &
Whitley
PCN

Eldon Square
Surgery /
Garden Hall

9, Eldon
Square,
Reading, RG1
4DT

Abbey Medical Centre, Chatham
Street surgery, Eldon Road Surgery,
Pembroke Surgery, Russell Street
Surgery, Reading Walk-In-Centre,
Longbarn Lane, South Rdg &
Shinfield Medical Practice, Milman
& Kennet Surgeries, London Street
Surgery, Melrose Surgery

WAVE
5

Caversham
PCN

Emmer Green
Surgery

4 St Barnabas
Road, Emmer
Green,
Reading RG4
8RA

Balmore Park & Emmer Green Surgery WAVE
6

A34 PCN,
WEST
BERKSHIRE
RURAL PCN
& KENNET
PCN

Newbury
Racecourse

Racecourse
Rd, Newbury
RG14 7NZ

Eastfield House, Strawberry Hill
MC, The Downland Practice, Burdwood
Surgery, Falkland Surgery,
Hungerford Surgery, Kintbury &
Woolton Hill Surgery, Lambourn
Surgery & Thatcham HC

WAVE
6

Hospital Hubs

Wokingham Hospital Hub – started 14.12.20

Royal Berkshire Hospital Hub – started 4.1.21

My contribution to the debate on High
Speed Rail (West Midlands – Crewe)
Bill

The case for HS2 before the pandemic hit was made on the basis of the need to
expand capacity. I always argued that there was a quicker and cheaper
solution for capacity, and that was to digitalise signalling, introduce more
short sections of bypass track and improve engineering around the main
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stations. By those means, we could have got a 25% or so increase in capacity
much more quickly at a fraction of the cost, leaving over money to improve
local services and the use of the existing railway, and for other purposes.

Now that we have had the pandemic, as we move to the recovery phase, which we
hope will be quite soon, we have to accept, as the right hon. Member for
Warley

(John Spellar) and others have mentioned, that the nature of work and the use
of the office will change. We may well find that the intense pressure during
the Monday-to-Friday morning and evening peak, as a result of people tending
to start work at 9 and tending to leave for home at 5 or half-past 5, will
diminish. We may well find that people will want much more flexible use of
their railway—that they will not travel every day, and will not necessarily
be going at peak hours. One of the big problems that the railways
face—capacity on journeys to main towns and cities at peak—will be changed or
relieved by that.

We are due, from the Government and the industry representatives that advise
them, their interim thoughts on what the shape of the railway and railway
demand might look like in two or three years’ time, assuming that all has
gone well with vaccination, and that there is a pretty good, robust recovery.
We should not assume that it will be recovery to the same work and railway
travel patterns that we had before.

I hope that we will make more intelligent use of the railway for freight,
because there is still plenty of scope for that if we can get better at
single-wagon marshalling, and can make better use of the railway for the
relatively longer distances that freight often has to travel to get from
ports to all parts of the United Kingdom. That would be a possible use of the
capacity that we already have. I dare say that there will also be plenty of
promotional schemes for leisure and tourist travel. The fact remains,
however, that the use of the railway for work will change very dramatically.
I do think this whole project needs appraising in the light of that, and that
we are owed a proper plan with the latest forecasts, which must be very
different from the forecasts that the Government were using when they first
put this proposal to the country and to the House.

Aiming to cut the food miles ands
boost UK production

Question:
To ask the Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, what
steps he is taking to protect marine conservation areas from illegal fishing
by large trawlers. (136424)
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Tabled on: 12 January 2021

Answer:
Victoria Prentis:

As an independent coastal state, the UK has full responsibility over how it
manages all of our fisheries. All vessels fishing in our waters have to be
licensed by a UK Fisheries Administration, and abide by the licence
conditions and relevant legislation. We are also committed to ensuring an
effective and robust enforcement system. To ensure appropriate arrangements
to enforce fisheries regulations are in place to protect our waters,
including marine protected areas, the Government has put in place a
significant increase in the number of personnel and surveillance assets
dedicated to fisheries protection, which includes offshore patrol vessels
supported by aerial and radar surveillance. This strong presence will deter
against any fisheries infringements.

The answer was submitted on 20 Jan 2021 at 16:39.

Question:
To ask the Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, what
Government (a) grant and (b) loan assistance is available to people wishing
to expand capacity of vegetable and fruit growing under suitable cover to
extend the growing season and protect from weather damage. (136427)

Tabled on: 12 January 2021

Answer:
Victoria Prentis:

The Government has provided some limited grant support for indoor
horticultural growers through the Rural Development Programme for England
(RDPE) for the purchase of innovative lighting, heating and irrigation
technology. Funding continues to be available to producer organisations who
implement operational programmes in the Fruit and Vegetable Aid Scheme.

From autumn 2021 my department will launch the new Farming Investment Fund,
providing grants to farmers, foresters and growers to enable them to invest
in the equipment, technology and infrastructure that will help their
businesses to prosper, while improving their productivity and enhancing the
environment. My officials are working with stakeholders and others on the
detailed design of the scheme.

The answer was submitted on 20

The Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs has provided the
following answer to your written parliamentary question (136425):

Question:
To ask the Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, if he
will ban supertrawlers from fishing in UK waters to help protect fish stocks
and the marine environment. (136425)



Tabled on: 12 January 2021

Answer:
Victoria Prentis:

We are reviewing our policies for these vessels operating in UK waters
including marine conservation areas. Any action needs to be evidence-based
and in line with the UK/EU Trade and Cooperation Agreement.

The answer was submitted on 20 Jan 2021 at 16:41.

Jan 2021 at 16:45.

Fishing for wins

As the government battles the virus we need more wins and optimism elsewhere.
We need to get on with the great Brexit wins now we are free to set our own
laws and taxes.

This is now crucial for our fishing industry who feel let down. There is
  scope for major  growth in investment and  jobs. The immediate task is to
protect our fish stocks from plunder by  aggressive foreign  industrial
trawlers, and to help the UK build capacity to fish the grounds in a
sustainable way landing much more fish here in the UK. This requires

A ban on super large industrial trawlers. The Agriculture Department1.
says there is no definition of a supertrawler . There can be. You could
ban all boats of over 100 metres in length, or all boats of over 5000
deadweight tonnes. This would remove the huge Russian and Dutch vessels
which dominate and leave more fish for our smaller boats. This would be
very popular, and supported by Green groups.
Cheap loan and grant schemes to build new under 100m boats for our2.
expanded fishery in UK yards, and a scheme to allow purchase of second
hand vessels from abroad which can also increase capacity. With interest
rates so low for the government it would be easy to offer soft loans
with long repayment dates to get new fishing people involved.
Use available regional and development grant regimes to encourage3.
harbour expansion around our coasts at suitable fishing locations.
Speed up Freeports and Enterprise Zones, allotting enough to fishing4.
areas and use them to attract new and additional fish and food
processing.
Help the UK fishing industry establish new markets for UK fish by adding5.
value, using the fish in ready meals and frozen products, sending much
more to fish hungry Asia.
For shipping generally, reverse the Factortame ECJ judgement, restoring6.
a minimum UK ownership requirement for UK flagged vessels.
Draw up with our shipping industry improvements to requirements for the7.
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UK shipping Register to encourage expansion without diluting labour or
safety standards.

My intervention during the Statement
on the Police National Computer, 18
January 2021

Sir John Redwood (Wokingham) (Con): I thank the Minister, the Home Secretary
and the police leadership around the country for the very professional way
in which they have responded to a most unfortunate error, an error that none
of them wanted or made personally. Will he give us a little bit more
encouragement, however, because is it not the case that there are now many
good ways to retrieve data that has been wrongly deleted? Might we be looking
at a remedy for this in a few weeks’ time, when the computer experts have
finished their job?

The Minister for Crime and Policing (Mr Kit Malthouse): My right hon. Friend
is absolutely right that the initial assessment was some optimism about the
ability to recover this data, not least because it is held in a number of
areas. We will not have the full picture until we get to the end of this
week, once we have analysed the report and, of course, looked at the data
that we should have deleted but have not because of this error. However, he
is quite right that we should be optimistic about that and recognise that all
is not lost. There are other ways that this data can be cross-checked, in
particular as part of a police investigation. We are working with our
policing partners to ensure that they make full use of that, so that they can
proceed as usual with their investigations.
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